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What I Want to Leave You With

- ASC = Army Materiel Command’s operational arm to the field for logistics integration . . . From the foxhole to depot

- Globally Focused – Deployable
  - ASC synchronizes AMC’s capabilities for materiel distribution, redistribution and sustaining the Soldier
  - ASC synchronizes acquisition, logistics & technology (AL&T) to prepare, sustain, and reset America’s Forces
  - Provides single entry point for units to leverage national capabilities
  - Supports Army force generation (ARFORGEN)…unit readiness

- ASC’s mission as AMC’s Lead Materiel Integrator

- ASC is the Soldier’s “Entry Portal” for Integrated Logistics Solutions
- Army Materiel Command is one of three four star Army Commands (ACOM)

**Army Commands**
- FORCES COMMAND
- TRAINING & DOCTRINE COMMAND
- MATERIEL COMMAND

**Service Component Commands**
- US ARMY CENTER (THIRD ARMY)
- US ARMY NORTH (FIFTH ARMY)
- US ARMY SOUTH (SIXTH ARMY)
- US ARMY EUROPE (SEVENTH ARMY)
- SPACE & MISSILE DEFENSE COMMAND
- SURFACE DEPLOYMENT & DISTRIBUTION COMMAND
- US ARMY PACIFIC
- US ARMY AFRICA

**Direct Reporting Units**
- MEDICAL COMMAND
- INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT COMMAND
- RESERVE COMMAND
- CORPS OF ENGINEERS
- NETWORK ENTERPRISE COMMAND
- TEST & EVALUATION COMMAND
- CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION COMMAND
- MILITARY DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON
- INTELLIGENCE & SECURITY COMMAND
- ACQUISITION SUPPORT CENTER
Subordinate Brigades

AFSB Capabilities

- Single command structure to:
  - Synchronize Acquisition, Logistics & Technology integration
  - Provide materiel management through regional DOLs to include support to: Reset, LBE & PDTE
  - Maintain Army Prepositioned Stocks (APS)
  - Synchronization of AMC assets in support of unit ARFORGEN
  - Provides Logistics Assistance Representative (LAR) Support
  - Interfaces with LOGCAP Program and contracting officer COR/COTRs

DMC Capabilities

- Provide Readiness/Maintenance Management
- Single Integrator within Materiel Enterprise for Field Level Reset and Left Behind Equipment supporting Army Force Generation
- Lead Materiel Integrator Executing Agent

ASC-ARE

- Provide Reserve component Soldiers in support of ASC missions

LOGCAP Support Group

- Provide Reserve component Soldiers during exercises, operations, and contingencies to provide oversight and serve as a liaison between the contractor and the Army customer
Mission: Army Sustainment Command links national capabilities to the Soldier, integrates and synchronizes materiel distribution and provides logistics solutions to enable unit readiness.

Accomplished With:
- Over 65K Military, Civilian & Contractors
- $9.5B Budget
- Approximately $8B Contractual Obligations for FY11, Army Contracting Command – Rock Island obligated $14.2B in FY11
- Global Focus
  - 12 Countries
  - 28 States
- 1 Distribution Management Center (DMC)
- 7 Army Field Support Brigades (AFSBs)
- 20 Army Field Support Battalions (AFSBns)
- 74 Directorates of Logistics (DOL)
  - Transition to 70 NLT FY13
- LOGCAP Support Brigades (LSG)
- ASC-Army Reserve Element (ASC-ARE)

ASC organizes, trains, and sustains a quality deployable force

Contingency Operations in Southwest Asia and posturing for the Pacific

ASC integrates materiel and services to the Soldier

Materiel Management: Distribution & Readiness
Army Prepositioned Stocks (APS)
Army Force Generation (ARFORGEN)
Lead Materiel Integrator
Directorate of Logistics
Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (LOGCAP)
MSG Half-Mast video on LMI DST
Army Prepositioned Stocks (APS) Video
The Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (LOGCAP) is a U.S. Army program to plan and execute services for forces performing global missions.

LOGCAP FACTS (LC III & IV Totals)

- 30.9B gallons of water produced
- 8.6B gallons of fuel Issued (bulk/retail)
- 1.2B meals prepared
- 471.7M lbs of mail handled
- 271.5M patrons visited MWR facilities
- 268.5M tons of ice produced
- 250.7M APOD, cargo arrivals & offloaded
- 180.5M miles driven in support of forces
- 98.6M bags of laundry cleaned
- 13.2M MHE (crane/RTCH/forklift) missions
- 4.0M APOD, personnel arrivals & departures
- 3.2M SPOD, Containers loaded & offloaded

Supporting

- 119 FOBs total in Afghanistan
- 18 Camps Iraq, ISO DoS/OSC-I
- 9 Camps Kuwait
- 7 Sites Bahrain
- 4 FOSs in Africa
- 1 Site Oman

As of 31 Mar 12

50K+- Contractors Provide LOGCAP Support in 9 Countries (Afghanistan/Iraq/Kuwait/Bahrain/Oman/Multiple sites in Africa)

Note: LOGCAP equivalent to 17 SB (to support ARFORGEN, Army would need 66 SB / 150K Soldiers)
Directorates of Logistics (DOL) Realignment Scope and Timeline

74 DOLs Worldwide (incl 4 RC sites)
73 OPCON’d to date (~JBLM)
Over 350 Contracts
$656M+ Annual Budget
- 5400+ Army Civilians and Military
- ~ 18K Contractors
- $ Savings Potential:
  - Contract Management
  - Fewer Contracts
  - Standardize PWS/QASP

Functions include:
- Field Level Maint
- Food Service
- Installation Transportation Spt
- Retail Supply (CIF, CIIP, etc)
- Laundry & Dry Cleaning
- Ammo Supply Points

EAGLE includes other CONUS and OCONUS locations supporting contingency and other requirements
Enhanced Army Global Logistics Enterprise (EAGLE)

EAGLE Is….

Global Logistics Services*

Supports: Directorates of Logistics (DOLs), Army Prepositioned Stocks, Theater Provided Equipment, In-Theater Maintenance, Left Behind Equipment, Pre-Deployment Training Equipment, New Equipment Training, New Equipment Fielding, RESET

* Does not include Dining Facilities(DFAC), Laundry/Dry Cleaning, or Aviation Maintenance

EAGLE Requirements Potential Value is $23.8B over 5 years

More than DOLs

Maintenance Operations
- Field Level Logistics
- Sustainment
- MWO/Warranty
- Tactical maintenance (ground, COMMEL, arms)
- TMDE
- GFE/GFP

Supply Operations
- Supply Support Activity
- Retail and Wholesale Property Accountability
- Shelf-Life
- STAMIS Operations
- Retrograde
- Central Issue Facility
- Readiness Reporting
- Ammunition Operations

Transportation Services
- Central Receiving and Shipping
- NTV support
- Motor Pool Operations
- HAZMAT shipment
- Railhead Operations
- Household Goods Opns
- Installation Trans Office
- Movement Planning/Arrival/Departure Control Group

MWO-Modification Work Orders
COMMEL – Communications and Electronics
GFE – Government Furnished Equipment
GFP-Government Furnished Property
STAMIS-Standard Army Mgt Information System
TMDE-Test Measurement and Diagnostic Equipment
NTV – Non-Tactical Vehicles
HAZMAT – Hazardous Materials
EAGLE Strategy combines business and acquisition objectives to develop a solution that meets the needs of customers and the materiel enterprise.
EAGLE BOA 3-Step Process
(FAR 15.202)

Step 1
- Issue Notice seeking contractors capabilities & experience
- Analyze for minimum qualifications
- Provide feedback to contractors
- Submission limited to 8 pages

Step 2
- Request for Proposal (RFP) - annual requirements
- Evaluate for qualified prime contractors
- Execute basic ordering agreements (BOA)
- Limited bid & proposal costs

Step 3
- RFP - installation logistics requirements
- Compete among BOA holders
- Award requirements task order
- Price proposal submitted for specific requirement


Acquisition Strategy Approval – 9 Mar 2012

BOAs in place by 3rd Qtr FY12 followed by task order competitions
“How The Chamber of Commerce Can Assist”

- Provide Welcome Packages/Telephonic Contact to Companies Receiving BOA’s
- Attend the 2012 Midwest Small Business Government Contracting Symposium at the iWireless Center in Moline, IL on May 23-24, 2012
- Consider Invites for these Companies to Establish Offices in the QCA
- Add these Companies to QCA Chamber Distro of Events
- Educate Local Small Businesses on Partnering Opportunities
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